In this paper essential aspects of block-oriented world viewing are emphasized and presented in a relation to simulation models of systems managed by complex and sophisticated decision rules. The construction of such models can be essentially simplified when one combines the agent-oriented, object-oriented and blockoriented paradigms of programming. The use of the described way leads to certain paradoxical relations among computing agents. Some applications are added.
The technique of computer simulation is commonly applied in case the studied system is complex. The consequence is that the simulation models are complex, too, and there are difficulties with their programming and debugging. Since the early sixties, the simulation programming languages have enabled evading such difficulties. Instead of algorithmizing the run of the simulation models, the users of these languages had only to describe the simulated system and the language processor automatically translated such descriptions into corresponding algorithms (computer programs).
Already one of the first simulation languages, GPSS, offered their users to declare certain sets of elements equipped by similar configurations of their private entities (called "parameters") and influencing the computer run by commonly formulated "life rules", i.e. algorithms switched according to a common "scheduling system" related to common modeled Newtonian time flow (Gordon 1961, Florea and Kalisz 2000) .
The first object-oriented language SIMULA 67 (Dahl and Nygaard 1968) introduced also the life rules, generalized them to "co-routines" and led to the agents. In spite of they essential help it to be successful in simulation of very large systems, the next popular existence of the object-oriented programming (in C++ and Smalltalk) refused the life rules. Long time after, the agent orientation slowly returned, but under other titles and other metaphors taken from the world around us.
Principles of Block Orientation
True block orientation was introduced in ALGOL 60 (Backus et al. 1960) , considering blocks as parts of algorithms with own entities (namely "local" variables, procedures and -for some good authors also destinations of transfers in algorithm run). In fact, such parts of algorithms, called "textual blocks", are only abstract patterns of "block instances", i.e. components of the relating computing process. The block instances are in a certain case "copies" of the textual blocks, which are able to influence the computing according to the statements occurring in the related textual blocks. In some cases (e.g. recursive calls of procedures) more instances of the same textual block exist in the same time and influence the computing process.
An essential aspect of the block orientation is block nesting: Textual block b is considered as a certain sort of statement and occurs among the other statements forming another textual block B (and so on recursively, as B can be also among the statements of another block). In such a case, b is called nested in B. The consequence of this nesting is that the statements (operations) of the nested block b can manipulate not only the entities local in it but also in the block B in that it is nested (and so on recursively).
Block nesting carries a problem of "name conflict". If an entity accessible under name e.g. N, is local in a block b nested in block B, and if an entity accessible under the same name N exists also in block B, then a question arises how to interpret name N incident in the statements of block b. The common rule, respected both in ALGOL 60 and in SIMULA 67 tells that in such a case the name N is interpreted as that of the entity introduced in the "nearest" block in the hierarchy of nesting, i.e. as that of the entity local to b. In such a case, the entity introduced under name N for block B is not accessible by the statements occurring in block b. Algol 60 and SIMULA 67 do not allow to give names to instances of blocks. Nevertheless, according to the definition of SIMULA 67 the class declarations are viewed as analogies to blocks or -more exactly -as procedures and the instances of classes are interpreted as block instances, differing from the other block instances so that they can get names during the computing run.
Synthesis of Block Orientation with Object Orientation
The declaration of a class has many similar aspects as the declaration of a variable or a procedure and thus SIMULA 67 introduced the rule that a class can be declared as a component of another class or as a local entity of a block. The first variant can be considered as "direct" nesting of a class in another class. Let class c be local in a block that occurs among the statements forming life rules of another class C. That is an example of another class nesting, which we could call "indirect" one.
The consequence of the fact that class instances can get names is, that an instance b of the mentioned class c can get a name e.g. R1, and an instance B of class C can get a name e.g. R2 different from R1. If a local entity in C is introduced under name N, and another local entity in c is introduced under the same name N, both the entities can be distinguished by using expressions telling "N of b" and "N of B".
Note that the concept of block is related to that of statement. In other words, a synthesis of block orientation and object orientation is fully meaningful, only when also agent orientation enters the same synthesis. Nowadays, one could mention BETA (Madsen et al. 1993) and -with a certain shutting eyes -JAVA, as certain examples of programming languages based at the synthesis of both three mentioned orientation.
SYSTEMS WITH COMPLEX AND SOPHISTICATED DECISION RULES

Internal Models
Many systems are viewed as complex not only for they are composed of many elements of many sorts differing by the rules of their mutual interactions, but also that the interactions are themselves complex even in case such an interaction may exist among few elements. Examples are systems in that one or more humans operate and make decisions that influence not only them but also their environment, which can cover the whole system.
At the present time, the human decisions are replaced (and/or modeled) by computer activities. In such a case, the capacity of computation and storing information enables the computer to analyze the instantaneous state of the given system and to optimize the system's reaction to it much better than a human being could do that. This situation leads to the task of constructing computer models of the human decisions. In principle, the models do not need to be simulation ones. Nevertheless, human often makes a decision oriented to a certain profit in future. In other words, a system with such a human "factor" is an anticipatory system according to a definition formulated by (Rosen 1985) or anticipatory system in a week sense according to a later definition by (Dubois 2000) . Humans often use imagining what could happen as a sequence (or tree) of consequences of such a decision. According to the imagined events, the concerned human evaluates his/her possible decisions and chooses the optimum one.
The computer analogy of such an imagining process is a true simulation model. Therefore, if we simulate a system S, the dynamics of which is influenced by decisions made by element C that uses a model m, then m should be an instance of a class s nested in an instance E of class c reflecting the element C; and c should be nested in an instance M of a class Σ of the models of S. Using diagrams designed e.g. in Kindler 1980, 1981) , this network of nesting relations is illustrated in Fig. 1 , so that the relation "x is nested in y" is represented by the relation "circle-image of x is inside the circle-image of y". Note that the described nesting fully represents the access relations existing in system S, where m has access to the contents of the element C inside that it exists, and -having use of C -m has access to every element of system S. (The names of the circles that represent the instances are not in brackets, the corresponding classes are in the square brackets and the names of the corresponding modeled "things" are in the round brackets.) The circles in the dashed lines, i.e. H1, …H7, represent other elements of the model M, i.e. Figure 1: Mejtsky's diagram of the described case models of components that exist in S currently with C; the small circles in dotted lines, i.e. e1,…, e6, represent the elements of model m, i.e. no "hard physical components" of S.
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Examples
Not later than in 1990 (Kindler and Brejcha 1990) , a production system containing automatically guided vehicles was simulated as follows: when a vehicle asked for its trace, it computed the shortest way by simulating a fictitious system of propagated pulse, according to an idea developed by Lee and by Dijkstra (see Dahl 1966) . A similar technique was applied later, namely in simulating container yards with internal operation transport performed by ground moving vehicles (Kindler 1997) . In the first case, the vehicles were viewed as really automated, while the second case started with a conception to model the intelligent decisions of human drivers, but the task of the studies was to transform human thinking to computer automating with a prospectus to have use of the computer that would control the whole system of the yard -the capacity of its memory would enable considering also the information hidden for the drivers' sights and minds. In both the cases, the simulation models reflected systems containing elements that embody a certain intelligent behaving in a labyrinth of possible paths. The intelligent decisions of the elements was based on models "privately used by the elements" and more or less reflecting the instantaneous state of their environment and the demands for future.
The last case was later completed by including anticipation of possible conflicts with other elements. The vehicles had other "privately used" models that simulated the following use of computed paths and so discovered the possible barriers that a vehicle could prepare to another one (Kindler, 2000) . (Novak 2000) performed a further step in the development by synthesizing both the models in order to introduce more complex movements of the vehicles (with returns and mutual keeping away, in order to allow more complex computing shorter paths). In that way, a model of a vehicle obtained an ability to view, anticipate and improve the future not only of itself but of other vehicles as well.
The same technique was used by (Bulava 2002) for the simulation of public transport by busses in a certain North-Moravian region. The model reflected the intelligent behavior of the passengers; in general, each of them envisions several possible combinations of the buss lines to access his target, and accordingly chooses the best one. In (Bulava 2007) , the same author applied a similar way for simulation of demographic development of a region. His model contains analogies of the processes of the decisions of the humans about changing their states (like residences, marital states, children, schools, employers), based on their envisioning and/or using simulation models installed in consulting rooms.
In cooperation with French specialists in designing configurations of industrial conveyors, tailored according to the particular user demands, the simulation of "intelligent" cyclic-form conveyors was started (Kindler et al. 2004) . Several simulation models were nested into the whole model of the conveyor; they served as follows:
(a) when a new parcel P comes to be served by the conveyor: to anticipate the dynamics of the parcels present at the conveyor and accordingly to decide whether P should be placed onto the conveyor immediately or later;
(b) when a parcel P was just processed at a certain working area and a choice among several working areas for the future processing of P exists: to anticipate the state of each of the plausible working areas at time when it would be accessed by P and accordingly to decide on the best target for it;
(c) in case a fault comes so that a certain working area is not accessible by the conveyor: to anticipate whether the current orders (sets of parcels) can be processed by the remaining working areas and accordingly to decide whether to continue or to stop immediately the conveyor and repair it;
(d) when the decision in case (c) is to stop immediately the conveyor: to try continuing so that the technological programs for various orders are modified, i.e. to anticipate what could happen when each of them were applied, and possibly to determine the optimum choice of new programs.
A bed ward in a hospital is a dynamic system influenced in certain states by some employees who could decide e.g. on putting together patients placed in several rooms or on the room to place a patient there (in case there are more rooms where the patient could be placed). The intelligence of such decisions could concern anticipating their possible consequences. That was included into simulation models of bed wards (Krivy and Kindler 2006 ) but until nowadays without particular applications.
In the last months, one makes the first steps in simulation models of reconfigurable computing networks that contain one or more computers, the function of which is to modify the links among the other computers with due regard partly for the instantaneous state of the network and partly for its possible future development ).
DEPENDING AND SIMULATING AGENTS AND AGENTS-MODELS
At conference Agent-Based Simulation (Urban 2000) , an interesting discussion took place whether the conference title means simulation with use of agents or simulation of agents. Since that time, the further development has shown the "agent-basing" being more complex.
Already GPSS, which represented the first paradigm of "embryonal stage" agents shown the possibility of simulation by means of agents. The computing agents were not too autonomous but they were almost "isomorphic images" of the "material agents" existing in the simulated system and in that manner they could be formalized by the GPSS users. The lack of autonomy of the agents served to support their social behaving, namely in a similar way as that of their material origins.
Let such agents be called depending ones. While in GPSS their social behaving was focused around common system time flow and queue discipline, the further development lead to offer the user tools for expressing other aspects and events in social behaving, like mutual exchange of data (including the case that an agent's behavior could be switched in the dependence on any component of the instantaneous states of other agents). It was developed into the most perfect way in the inspection constructs (connection statements) of the "old SIMULA" (SIMULA I), i.e. in the discrete event simulation language implemented in 1964, to that time still without object-orientation (Dahl and Nygaard 1966) . The further language SIMULA (formerly called SIMULA 67) introduced -beside the object orientation -also "dot notation" (remote identifying) that allowed complete freedom in expressing interactions among the depending agents (Dahl and Nygaard, 1968) .
As it was mentioned above, the block structure of the object-oriented SIMULA (i.e. SIMULA 67) allowed to formulate another type of agents, which could be called simulating ones. When the dynamics of a depending agent D enters a block with local simulated time and local class of depending agents, the block represents a simulation experiment that is to be performed while D operates inside the block. Thus a depending agent (to a certain model M) can become a simulating one, applying a model m that differs from M and exists only as some "information process" linked to D. When the dynamics of D entered the mentioned block and D became simulating agent, it does not cease being depending one, and when its dynamics leaves the block, D ceases being the simulating agent and further exists only as depending one. Naturally, the dynamics of D can perform e.g. a cycle and return to the block and so D could repeat being simulating agent. Moreover, the dynamics of D can contain more than one block of the given properties, and so D could be considered to handle different simulation models. An example is offered in the simulation of container yard presented above, where any vehicle is represented by a depending agent, which handles one model when computing the shortest path, and another model when testing it against barriers. In Fig. 1, H1 , …, H7 and E can be viewed as depending agents forming M, while E is depicted there as being just simulating agent and handling model m composed of its own depending agents e1, …, e6.
The described structure can be generalized so that in the dynamics of D the mentioned block need not be equipped by simulated time flow and the classes local in the block need not be related to such a time flow. Then the block represents a model that is not simulation one and D could be called modeling agent.
The standard tool for simulation offered by (the objectoriented) SIMULA as its standard class called SIMULA-TION does not allow to identify simulation model. The reason is to provide the program product against illogical mixing of models; it is difficult to locate such a programming error when it occurs. The consequence of the restriction is that no simulation model can be named and thus handled as an object and assigned from one depending agent to another one. We discovered and implemented a class called SIMULAT that is not restricted in the mentioned manner . Using this class, the model itself becomes an agent, which one can call agent-model. In the real world, a simple interpretation of the changing of assignments of an agentmodel is changing models among different computers.
In Fig. 1 , the agent-model m is depicted as assigned to depending agent E. Note that a depending agent that is just simulating is behaving similarly as if an agent model would be linked to it.
CONCLUDING REMARKS Application Inducement
As it was mentioned in section Basic Suppositions, the most suitable situation to construct a simulation model of a complex system consists in describing the simulated system and having an occasion of automatic conversion of the description into the program the run of that would realize the computer simulation experiment and -possibly -a simulation study in case the program is e.g. repeated as a subprogram in a cycle. Let us return to that idea and analyze it in details. As illustration of the analyzis let us use examples oriented to transport.
The usual process of abstraction from reality to systems about that one decides to simulate them concerns interactions of their elements, which do not directly depend of their possible individual abilities to process information in complex manner; such interactions can be viewed as "material" or "physical". In case of transport systems, their examples are moves (changing position, carrying, loading, unloading, manipulating other elements), duration of such interactions, impenetrability of mass objects, local destination, etc. They can be simply built into the life rules of transport tools and sometimes such life rules are not much more than a formalization of such interactions (namely when they operate by use of some data sets that complete themlike the paths and the destinations). Such systems reflect parts of the reality that react to the given data and to the instantaneous environment rather bluntly, but they are often in focus of simulation, as a large system of such bluntly interacting elements (irrelevantly whether transport tools, customers in a department store, pests or molecules) may offer hard difficulties to techniques different from simulation.
To express such life rules is a natural reflection of what we view at the dynamics of the elements and what we classify according to the sort of them. Thus it is rather simple to express the life rules for different classes as algorithms composed of cycles, assignments, branchings and sending messages to other elements, and sometimes interleaved with scheduling statements. The life rules make the instances depending agents; the classes themselves are to occur out of them and may be considered as figuring at the level of the block containing the description of the whole system (i.e. representing the whole simulation system).
Now let us assume the task is to model a certain class H as a class of "intelligent" elements, e.g. that we have to reflect the fact that the driver of any transport tools is able to determine its path and to perform a bit a criticism of what he determined. Determining the path, he thinks and uses some concepts that do not need to reflect something of his environment but that are partially related to this environment. In system abstraction, every driver can be unified with the transport tool he drives and the rules for the life of the transport tool can be understood as those for the driver.
A natural way to model the driver's thinking is to insert a block B at the given place of the mentioned life rules, so that the private concepts used by the driver are set as local in this block. B can be viewed as a good image of the driver's "state of mind", in which some concepts occur. Note that if the life rules of two drivers are in B simultaneously, each "life" generates its own instance of B, which is a good image of the fact that if two persons think in a similar way they use their own means with their "privat" interpretations of the concerned concepts. As B is nested in the life rules of a driver, all entities introduced for the driver's life rules are accessible in B and, therefore, the description of the computing inside B can be described also in natural way -the driver perceived his environment, determines the path and interprets it as data assigned for something that is not limited to B.
Let us abandon the driver's psychology and assume a computer C replaces it -irrelevantly whether it is in the transport tool or in some remote but accessible place. Then block B can represent the corresponding process of C (e.g. applying Lee/Dijkstra method, as mentioned above in section Examples). The technical aspects of links between the transport tool and C may be simply mapped by using a metaphor as if C was a part of the driver's mind (in system abstraction, only the corresponding task of C can be so interepreted), which enables to understand the metaphor that two instances of B exist inside the minds of two different drivers.
The thinking of a driver can continue by a criticism whether the computed path is suitable. This represents a new phase of the driver's thinking and, therefore, it can be naturally represented as another block B* nested in the same life rules at a place following B. Other concepts figure in that phase of the driver's thinking and. therefore, other classes may occur in B*. If a computer C is used to make the criticism in a better way than the human mind, i.e. if is used to simulate the just computed path in order to test whether it will not lead to a conflict (see section Examples), the whole simulation model used for that purpose can be described in B* together with the used classes. The classes and other entities introduced in B* can be named in the same manner like those used for the description of the whole model; the reason consists in the rule for solving the name conficts (see section Principles of Block Orientation). Namely, when a name N is introduced for the whole model and in B*, too, then N occurring inside B* is interpreted as a name of an entity local to B*, while N occurring outside B* is interpreted as a name of an entity that coud occur in the whole model. Note that "dot notation" of SIMULA offers access to such an entity also from inside of B* and, therefore, one can simply describe what makes a driver (possibly "amplified" by C), when he is constructing a copy of entity N of his environment so that the copy exists in his own mind and is also called N.
PROSPECTUS
The authors' further plans concern preparing SIMULA classes that would enable programming depending agents as completely autonomous program modules so that their environment and social behavior would be defined by means of a single pointer to "world". The tools for module compilation, for virtuality (not only of the methods but also of the targets of transfers in the dynamics) and for the branching in the inspections (Simula Standard 1989) make that idea real.
